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Kangaroo Dog

DANISH CRAFTMANSHIP 
SINCE 1932 
At Winther Bikes we ensure safe, comfortable
and durable transportation for families around the
world. All Winther cargo bikes are built by hand at
our premises in Denmark. Each bike is delivered
100% assembled and taken for a test ride before
dispatch to gain the highest level of inspection
and quality control. We use carefully selected
components so that you will have a cargo bike with
a long lifespan and a minimum of maintenance.
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EASY ACCESS AND OPTIMAL VENTILATION
With an easily accessible low entrance point, both large and small dogs can 
effortlessly enter and exit the cabin on their own, eliminating the need for you 
to lift them. When the hood is closed, the panoramic front window allows your 
dog to observe the traffic. On a scorching summer day, you can open the 
front for your dog to relish the wind blowing through their ears. Alternatively, 
you can open the side windows to enhance the cabin’s ventilation.



ANTI-THEFT
Each bike has it’s own unique 
and visible frame number.

Riding in Style 
With Your 
Four-Legged Friend
With Kangaroo Dog you can bring your four-legged friend 
along. With its spacious cabin and flat base, your dog can enjoy 
a comfortable and secure journey. Simply attach your dog to the 
snap hook leash inside the cabin and you’re ready to go. Choose 
the Kangaroo Dog in a color that suits both you and your canine 
companion. And if you ever need to customize the cabin interior 
or add seats, our seat solutions designed for the Kangaroo 
Lite are fully compatible with the Kangaroo Dog. This way, you 
can extend the life of your cargo bike by using it for different 
purposes or easily resell it when you no longer need it.



SNAP HOOK LEASH AND 
CONVENIENT STORAGE ROOM
A snap hook leash is affixed to the rear section of the 
cabin frame to ensure the dog’s secure fastening during 
travel. The length of the leash can be adjusted, allowing the 
dog to move freely within the cabin while sitting, standing, 
or lying down, without the risk of venturing out of the 
cabin. To further guarantee safety, we recommend using 
a body harness in conjunction with the leash. Additionally, 
a convenient storage compartment for dog treats, water 
bottles, and other dog-friendly items can be found at the 
bottom of the cabin.



EMBRACING AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
Choosing a cargo bike may be motivated by many 
different needs. Practical needs like getting there faster 
when the traffic is heavy or enjoying saving money on 
parking, insurance costs and maintenance.

It may also be a positive lifestyle choice. Showing the next 
generation that you can do without a car, enjoying cycling 
and the freedom it offers, considering your environmental 
impact. 

F O L LOW  W I N T H E R B I K E S



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Aluminum 6061 rear 
frame and stainless 
steel components.

Head tube solution.
Ensuring stable and dynamic 

steering properties.

Shower-proof nylon hood with 
side windows that open.

Hydraulic disc 
brakes on front 
and rare wheels.

Strong steel front frame 
engineered for extra 
protection in case 
of coalition.

Total max weight: 250 kg.
Total load capacity: Cabin 100 kg/Rider 110 kg
Total load rear carrier: 30 kg
Net weight: 38,4 kg

DIMENSIONS

Dimensions bike: L207 x W89 x H115 cm.
Dimensions cabin: L86 x W71,5 cm. Seat to hood 77 cm
Front Wheels: 20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, 
double-base aluminium rims and hydraulic 
disc brakes as standard.
Wheel track spacing: 84,5 cm.

Snap hook leash attached to the 
cabin frame to securely fasten the 
dog during the ride.

MOTOR OPTIONS

Center motor: Shimano STePS. 
Rear hub motor: Bafang.
Both with different gearing options.

A motor gives you the extra power boost
to make your journey more comfortable. 

Reflectors for increased visibility 
in traffic when dark: on the wheels, 

frame, cabin base and hood.

The strong aluminium bars offer head 
protection for added safety. 

Strong, impact-resistant 
PSPE cabin base without 

any sharp edges. 

Practical storage 
compartment 

under the base.

Low entrance point for 
easy access to the cabin.

Optimal view 
from the cabin 

front and sides.



Designed For 
Safe Rides
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